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Dear Member,     –   Hilary L 
We have all lost something during this ‘lockdown’. For most it has been the sense of freedom to do what 
they want when they want, but for some it may have been a much greater loss which cannot be 
regained. We send them our love and thoughts, and to the members who live alone and have also had 
to struggle with loneliness. 
In light of this can we say anything positive might come from this pandemic?  Hopefully: that the 
increased sense of community will continue, that we will all have more empathy with those who are 
dislocated from their families by war and poverty, that seeing how the earth has recovered in just a few 
weeks might focus our minds on the adverse impact we have on the world around us. 
This newsletter is helping us to share our experiences, lift our mood and make some sense of what has 
been going on but I really look forward to the time when we can get together in our groups and for our 
talks. 
Hilary Lipscombe, Chair, Gilwern U3A 
 
The Spanish Flu pandemic                                 –                                    Gavin Davies 
The author, Gavin Davies, was due to give a talk to the members on 17 June. 
I was to have given a talk to your U3A about a soldier in the American Civil War but because of the 
lockdown this has been cancelled. I was invited to write a short article for you, possibly about the talk's 
subject, but as I also study the First World War I thought something about the Spanish Flu pandemic of 
1918 might be more appropriate. 
In the war the British had huge base camps in Northern France where large flocks of chickens and herds 
of pigs were kept to provide food for the thousands of soldiers who passed through on their way to and 
from the front lines. Probably the Spanish Flu virus started in the chickens, jumped to the pigs and then 
to humans getting more virulent and deadly as it moved from species to species. One classic symptom 
was that the patient’s lips turned blue and the face unusually pale as the virus removed the oxygen from 
his blood and British soldiers were dying with these symptoms in early 1917. 
Remember that in a war there are large movements of people in close proximity on ships and trains and 
that civilians were gathering in large numbers for patriotic rallies. Remember also that although doctors 
had known about influenza since at least Roman times it was not known that it was caused by a virus 
because viruses could not be identified. The general assumption was that the disease was only a rather 
nasty form of seasonal influenza and cases were not isolated so the virus spread rapidly round the world 
infecting people everywhere. It is said to have killed over 50 million people worldwide – far more than 
both world wars. 
So, why was a disease that affected Britain, Germany, France, the USA, Italy and many other countries 
called Spanish Flu? Quite simply because Spain was neutral. None of the countries at war wanted the 
enemy to know that their armies were affected so there were security clampdowns but, as Spain was 
neutral, Spanish deaths were reported in the papers. So, while Covid-19 is not, thankfully, as lethal as 
Spanish flu it can still kill. So perhaps, thinking back to 1918, we should not complain too much about 
the lockdown. 

Comment on last issue's (No 5 page 4)  A Retail Tale                     -                                 David H 
In the last issue we heard from Lynda O'K about the pleasures of shopping by 'Click and Collect'. She 
describes some of the hazards so vividly, one being 'getting a slot'. Having favoured home delivery, 
there was an occasion early last October when my wife was asked by a delightful delivery driver if she 
had booked her Christmas slot. He said these were fast running out and suggested that rather than try 
to work out her festive requirements, she simply put a decent bottle of champagne in the basket and 
logged out having placed the requisite £60 onto the account, but thus holding the slot. This is a practice 
she has adhered to ever since and has only once forgotten to remove the champagne before delivery! 
Waitrose were kind enough to take it back.  



Winner of Art Challenge May 2020 
Lynda O'Keefe was the winner of the Art Challenge for 
May 2020 with this wonderful work.  The judge, Chair of 
the Abergavenny Art Group, said “The foxglove was 
beautifully painted, and I like the element of fun in the 
painting”.   

 

Mind your Ps and Qs                              -–                                                Lynda O'K 
In terms of lock down daily exercise, this phrase to me translates as “Protocol for Quarantine”.  The 
following is based on my own experience of the perils of daily walking during lockdown. 

It now seems fitting to give a friendly nod to people we don’t really know.  Also, it has become 
acceptable to chat (at a safe distance) to fellow quarantinees about the best walks, woods, views etc.  It 
has also become apparent that there is a lack of guidance about who has the right of way during daily 
walks.  A pecking order seems to have emerged, the top of which seems to be vehicles drivers, some of 
whom seem to delight in forcing walkers into adjacent hedges.  Have mandatory speed limits now been 
abandoned, or does it just seem that way? 

Then come cyclists who claim the entitlement to swish though any walkers regardless of safe 
distancing.  Third in the order are the joggers, with or without earphones, who seem incapable of 
changing rhythm or course to give others a wider berth.  Fourth are the families with children who for 
some reason can’t figure out that it might be better to all stay to one side rather than splitting down the 
middle leaving other walkers to run the gauntlet between the two. Next are the dog walkers, but I’ll 
forgive them because they are at the mercy of their beloved pooches!  Then come couples who refuse 
to fall into single line for safe passing.  Lastly spare a thought for the lone walkers who simply have to 
get out of everyone’s way! 

Here's a problem of identification  

 
 
 

Can you identify these two 
pictures?  The problem was set for 
us by Karen Harris who sent us a 
number of aerial/space 
photographs.  I found I could only 
get the right answer for a few. 
 
Answer in next edition. 

 
 
Housebound Hugs                                    –                                         Kay B 
I have always used the internet for on-line buying and banking, but until the beginning of March this 
year, I had never used it for my supermarket shopping.  The Lockdown stopped all visits so it was either 
book a delivery slot – you’ll be lucky – or grab a Click and Collect slot for some distant future date. 
Then the fun starts, because at each click there’s pictures of supermarket goodies that are so easy to 
put into your virtual shopping basket.  But beware – first note the size and volume of the goods before 
adding to basket.  I didn’t, and ended up with an enormous packet of Kelloggs Cornflakes that wouldn’t 
fit into my cupboards.  On the other end of the scale, I decided that I would buy a ready-made quiche for 
lunch for us, saving use of much-needed flour, so I clicked on the appetizing picture, and ended up with 
3” miniature!   
And then there’s the checkout procedure, quite simple, if they would only let you get there. “Have you 
forgotten something?” they ask and tempt you with one-off purchases from previous orders.  “And for 
something extra…” and here comes all the wines and chocolates.  
So here’s my advice:- 

1. Make a shopping list before going online and KEEP TO IT. 
2. Know the size and volume of your usual items before clicking. 
3. Be strong and don’t let them tempt you.                                         Good luck! 



Gilwern Halt                                                      –                                                Tony G 
After a steep climb comes Gilwern Halt on the Sustrans 46 route (the cycle route), this being a point 
where walkers and cyclists have to deviate from the railway route as the land through to Clydach 
remains private after the sale when Dr Beeching wielded his axe.  The staircase down to the platform 
remains.  The nearby Railway Inn, now a private home, was popular for one or two night honeymoons! 

Circa 1920 , although a steep walk up from Gilwern, the station was well used.  While on the downhill 
platform for Abergavenny, the Coal Tank engine is on the UP LINE as it is in the direction of London, 
however obscure that maybe!  

 
 

Who  is not having trouble over long hair 
Of course there are some who have little or no trouble, they just don't 
have very much hair.  Kay Blackwell sent in this wonderful cartoon 
which must mean a lot to many of us. 

 
 

 

Rag and Bone men a lesson                                    –                            Hilary L 
Linda S requested we send in stories of those years when we were perhaps not so good as we are 
now! I quickly passed over my teenage years – not wanting to shock anyone so here is one from earlier! 

I was about 7 years old and it was the days of rag and bone men. One came regularly around our area 
and would give money for clothes but he also had lovely golden signet rings (well shiny tat!) for children. 
I coveted one of those rings. 
 
On this occasion I heard him in the street and, taking clothes from the dressing up box, ran outside and 
swapped them for sixpence and a ring. However, whether due to her sixth sense or my guilty 
demeanour my Mother was waiting for me at the back door.  

She marched me through the streets, following the call,  to catch him up and demanded the clothes 
back. She returned the money but the man said I could keep the ring. Oh no, I was made to hand it 
back, the clothes were not mine to give away. Lesson Learnt!  

Inscription in issue No 5 of Unsocial Times                     –                  Tony G 
Bethesda is the quarry town of the great Penrhyn Quarry complex that had two big industrial strikes 
against the wretched low pay from Lord Penrhyn. The first 1896 lasted 11 months. The second started 
on 22 November 1900 and lasted more than 3 years. The inscription quoted previously reads "We are 
still here" was put in the town around the end of the second year of the strike.  

 



Songs with appropriate lock down titles                –                                      Lynda O'K 
 

Chuck Berry No particular place to go 
Queen I want to break free 
Roy Orbison Only the lonely 
Diana Ross & the Supremes Some day we’ll be together 
Louis Armstrong We have all the time in the world 
Eric Clapton Behind the mask 
Phil Collins Separate lives 
Three Degrees Take good care of yourself 
Neil Diamond Hello again 
Celine Dion All by myself 
Dire Straits So far away 
Bette Midler From a distance 

 
 
Another DINGBAT           –                    Nicky C 
These dingbats, sent by Nicky, are really rather tricky.  Try 
this one.  They represent common phrases.  I see a belt and 
a pull to the left, but I don't see a common phrase out of that, 
nor out of nine clouds going in a westerly direction.  They are 
challenging puzzles! 
 
You will be able to find some answers in the next edition of 
the Newsletter, but see how many answers you can get in the 
meantime. 

__________________________________________ 

 
 
Bambi     –   Harriet H 
Having taken me out on Brownie, my father became addicted to the sport and 
bought himself a horse, and in the hunting field he met the Misses Atkinson, 
elderly and kind, who lent me, now aged 7, Bambi.  Part Exmoor bred with an 
attractive mealy nose and huge brown eyes, Bambi (see right) in no way lived 
up to her name or appearance, being young, rebellious, and disinclined to 
stay in her field.  She ran away with me for sport and liked to go her own way 
out hunting, frequently jumping with such enthusiasm that  
I fell off.   

The pair of us were sent to an irascible Glaswegian ex sergeant who had 
been trained by a once well-known Hungarian horseman, Bambi was to be 
trained to jump more smoothly and I to be taught to stay on her.  She took an 
understandable dislike to this process and, whenever possible, went under a fence rather than over it, 
leaving me clinging to a pole, feeling foolish.   However, I did learn how to stay on over jumps and rode 
her happily until I grew out of her, but nothing curbed her ability to escape.  She would spot a weak link 
in a fence, would sniff it, then turn round and work at it with her bottom until it could be breached and 
she was away, leading pony number three to the village allotments.   

Gardeners' Question Time 
Because of Covid-19 our much anticipated Gardeners' Question Time meeting has had to be postponed 
until October. Meanwhile, Lynne Allbutt, Terry Walton and Gareth Davies have generously agreed to 
answer questions from U3A members. Undoubtedly, it is a busy season for them; we appreciate the 
time they have given to their thoughtful answers.  

  



From Graham 
Will potatoes recover if they have been frosted?  Is 
there anything you can do after the event please? 
Answer to Grahams’ question. 
We all get caught out by that late May frost. They will 
recover and  to help them along water them regularly 
and give them a liquid fertiliser feed of seaweed extract 
or a proprietary feed twice a week to help them recover. 
They will crop later and the harvest might be reduced. 
Don’t fret they will be OK!  

From Jim 
I am an experienced veg grower, but over the past 3-4 
years I cannot grow radish. They germinate well, grow 
large tops, but when harvested - no crop!  What can I 
do please? 
Answer to Jim’s question. 
Radish are usually one of the easiest and quickest crops to 
grow. The fact that they are making plenty of tops but not 
red bulbous roots indicates that they are getting too much 
fertiliser. 
They are healthy but have no need to make bulbs if they 
are thriving. Sow them in a good compost but never feed 
them only water regularly if they need it.  This should give 
you a harvest to enjoy. 

From Dave: 
I have just finished digging and lining my 'lockdown 
pond'!  Do you have any suggestions for pond plants 
and pond edge plants please?  Is there an easy way 
to secure them in place?  The pond is approximately 
4x3m and has both deep and shallow ends. 
Hi Dave, thrilled to read you have made a lock down 
pond. When I was talking to Iolo (Williams) he wanted to 
encourage everyone to do that during lock down, as they 
are such a boon to wildlife - and don't have to be very big 
to be effective.  Whereas I could recommend several 
plants for the pond and edges, this year it will be a case 
of getting whatever you can. If you are able to use local 
garden centres, they will all have someone who can 
advise.  I am reluctant to give you a list to ask for as it 
will inevitably result in frustration!  www.primrose.co.uk 
offer a selection of plants for wildlife ponds to get you 
going, they seem a good mix and if you are using the 
internet, might be an option.  Good luck - and remember 
you don't have to plant it all up at once - you can add to it 
as time, money - and the Government - allows! 

From John 
Could you suggest a shrub that will grow up to 12-15 
feet?  I need it as a screen between my house and my 
neighbours so evergreen and one that flowers as we 
will see it from our living room window.   
Hello John, don't use bamboo! I hear such horror stories of 
it becoming a nightmare after being used for a screen. 
Personally I would go for Osmanthus Burkwoodii - it's 
dense, and will get to around 12 ft I love it as it has the 
most sweetly scented spring flowers.  Photinia Red Robin 
would do the job but you may have to keep it in check and 
show it who's boss when pruning. Pittisporum Silver Queen 
is a well behaved evergreen.  If you've got lots of room, 
consider Mahonia - lots of people don't like it but it has 
beautiful scented flowers and the spiky leaves are a good 
security feature!  Elaeagnus pungens 'Maculata' is a 
colourful evergreen with spikes too.  Have a look at these 
on the internet to give you more information, and to see 
pictures of them to be able to see which one best suits your 
situation. 

From Anita:  
We inherited, from my parents, some beautiful roses 
and we would like to put names to them.  Is there an 
easy way to identify them?  I have worked my way 
through catalogues and books but find so many 
varieties confusing and I come away being none the 
wiser!  They are at least 15 years old but bloom 
loyally every season. 
Hello Anita, 
It's impossible to give you an answer without seeing the 
roses as there are thousands & thousands of different 
varieties! If it produces flowers through the summer into 
the autumn then it is a modern rose but if it only flowers 
in early summer it is an old garden one 
Of the modern roses it could be a hybrid tea, floribunda 
or a shrub rose 
Perhaps you could send me photos of them when they 
are in flower and I'll see if they can be identified 
Best wishes 
Gareth 

 

 
 
Photo by Karen Harris.  Some will be able to identify the 
bridge and position. 

 
 
Art Challenge 
The June topic for the challenge is Natural Scenery.  Details and guidance can be found on the web site. 
 



Gilwern Commended                                     –                                     Hilary L 
Llanelly Community Council received a Commendation for Innovative Practice at the One Voice Wales 
Awards 2020 announced recently. 
 
This was for the excellent example of partnership with the community in the Best Heritage Initiative 
Award.  Gilwern U3A and other community groups, with support of the Community Council created a 
WW1 Exhibition plus the publication of the accompanying book Llanelly Remembers. This book which 
contains the military biographies of local men was produced by the Family History Group of Gilwern U3A 
with financial help from the Community Council. 
 
Bee Rescue                                           –                              Lynda O'K 
In the last week of May a swarm of bees invaded my neighbours lavender bush.  They were rescued 
and taken to the Bee Initiative Cwm.   
https://www.facebook.com/TBICwm/  

 
Swarming is a honey bee colony's natural means of 
reproduction. In the process of swarming, a single 
colony splits into two or more distinct colonies. 
Swarming is mainly a spring phenomenon. To learn 
more see:   
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swarming_(honey_bee)  
 
 

 
Plant of the Month: June                        –                               Anita H 
“I don't know whether nice people tend to grow roses or growing roses makes nice people” (Roland A Browne) 
  
We all love the perennial rose; it was voted the nations favourite flower and no wonder - a bloom, 
whether a blousy Gertrude Jekyll or a simple single rose like American Pillar, can be a thing of 
unsurpassed beauty. 
 
Gareth Davies, Rose Expert, replied to a letter in this newsletter quoting the different groups available to 
a rose grower - and then there are the thousands of different varieties.  So, what to choose? The best 
advice would be to go to a National Trust or NGS garden and see how robust they are and in what 
position in the garden they like; some rambling and bush roses can take over! A good day out is a visit to 
David Austin's Rose Gardens near Wolverhampton. Be warned - you will not come away empty-handed! 
Whatever you choose, you can be sure of hours of pure delight from their blooms. I can do no better 
than quote Gertrude Stein: 'Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose'. 
 

  

Catch up with the Chelsea Flower Show                           –                                            Phillie H 
https://www.rhs.org.uk/shows-events/virtual-chelsea/catch-up 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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